An RGD to LDV motif conversion within the disintegrin kistrin generates an integrin antagonist that retains potency but exhibits altered receptor specificity. Evidence for a functional equivalence of acidic integrin-binding motifs.
Integrin ligands almost invariably employ a variant of either the RGD or LDV motif as a key element of their receptor recognition site. These short acidic peptide sequences collaborate with specific nonhomologous flanking residues and spatially separate "synergy" sequences to determine receptor binding specificity. Although the consensus sequences for RGD and LDV motifs are quite different, their common use suggests that they might share a critical role in receptor-ligand engagement. To date, the effects of interconversion of the two motifs within a natural protein framework have not been tested; however, in this study, we have converted the natural RGD site found in the snake venom disintegrin kistrin into an LDV motif and examined the effects of the change on the specificity of integrin recognition and on disintegrin potency. While an assessment of receptor binding using cell adhesion and purified integrin solid-phase assays demonstrated recognition of recombinant RGD kistrin by alphaVbeta3 and alpha5beta1, a series of LDV kistrin chimeras did not bind to these integrins, but instead were recognized specifically by alpha4beta1. The minimal change to elicit this distinct switch in receptor specificity was found to involve alteration of only three residues within kistrin. Alanine scanning mutagenesis was used to provide further information on the functional contribution of the three residues. More important, the LDV kistrin chimeras also retained much of the characteristic potency of RGD kistrin, indicating that the kistrin scaffold is optimized for presentation of both RGD and LDV sequences. These findings provide evidence for similarities in motif pharmacophore and reinforce the hypothesis that RGD and LDV sites have an equivalent functional role in receptor binding. They also demonstrate the potential for other disintegrin-containing proteins, perhaps from the ADAM family, to employ LDV sequences for integrin binding.